We determine the distribution of cosmic string loops directly from simulations, rather than determining the loop production function and inferring the loop distribution from that. For a wide range of loop lengths, the results agree well with a power law exponent −2.5 in the radiation era and −2 in the matter era, the universal result for any loop production function that does not diverge at small scales. Our results extend those of Ringeval, Sakellariadou, and Bouchet: we are able to run for 15 times longer in conformal time and simulate a volume 300-2400 times larger. At the times they reached, our simulation is in general agreement with the more negative exponents they found, −2.6 and −2.4. However, our simulations show that this was a transient regime; at later times the exponents decline to the values above. This provides further evidence against models with a rapid divergence of the loop density at small scales, such as "model 3" used to analyze LIGO data and predict LISA sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmic strings are long, thin objects which may form by the Kibble mechanism during a symmetry-breaking transition in the early universe [1, 2] , or they may be the strings of string theory (or one-dimensional D-branes) left over from a string-theory inflationary scenario [3, 4] . In the simplest scenarios, which we consider here, strings have no ends, but exist in a "network" made up of infinite strings and a distribution of loops of all sizes.
Intercommutation breaks off loops from infinite strings or from larger loops. Over time, energy flows from infinite strings into loops, and is eventually radiated in gravitational waves. ( We will consider only the case where there is no other channel through which loops may lose their energy.) This flow of energy prevents strings from coming to dominate the universe as monopoles would. Instead the string network scales, with all linear measures of string properties being proportional to the age of the universe t. The infinite string density scales as radiation in radiation era and as matter in the matter era.
Many potentially observable signals of a cosmic string network depend on the loop distribution. In particular, the best way of discovering a cosmic string network is to observe the gravitational waves coming from loops [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The non-observation of such signals, by pulsar timing experiments, currently provides the strongest bounds on the energy scale of the string network [14] . Thus it is very important to determine the distribution of cosmic string loops.
Two methods have been used to determine the loop distribution. The simplest is just to examine the distribution of loops existing at several times during the simulation. Then exhibit the distribution in scaling units, so that in the scaling regime, it would not change with time. Identify the section of the distribution that seems to be unchanging to find the scaling distribution. This technique was used early on by Albrecht and Turok [15] , and then by Ringeval, Sakellariadou and Bouchet [16] , who found that the loop number density scaled as loop length to the power -2.60 in the radiation era and -2.41 in the matter era. 1 The second technique is to study the rate at which loops of different sizes are produced. By showing this in scaling units, determine the scaling loop production function. Then use cosmological kinematics to go from the loop production function to the loop distribution. This technique also was used by Albrecht and Turok [15] and then by Blanco-Pillado, Olum, Shlaer, Vanchurin, and Vilenkin [17] [18] [19] [20] They found exponents -2.5 (radiation) and -2.0 (matter). (Reference [19] also plotted the the loop distribution directly and found agreement with these exponents.)
The exponents -2.5 and -2.0 are universal in the sense that if loop production is limited to a certain range of sizes, the loop distribution will have these exponents for all smaller sizes. In fact, the only way for a simulation to yield more negative exponents is for the loop production function to diverge at the same rate, which is forbidden by energy conservation [21] .
In this paper, we use the the same simulation code that we have used in earlier papers [19, 20] but determine the loop distribution directly, rather than working through the loop distribution function. This allows a direct comparison with Ref. [16] .
To find the loop distribution relevant to cosmology we must modify the distribution from simulations to take account of gravitational effects on loops and long strings. Loops lose their energy to gravitational waves, shrinking and eventually vanishing, and long strings become smoother, affecting the loop emission process. However, we will discuss gravitational processes only very briefly here, and instead concentrate on the first step: determining the loop distribution from simulations.
II. LOOP DISTRIBUTION
Scaling means that all linear measures of a string network evolve as a fixed multiple of the age of the universe t or the distance to the horizon d h . All other measures scale according to their dimension, and distributions are invariant when they are written in terms of scaling quantities, as we do below.
In a simulation we start with some initial conditions, which are not exactly the right ones for a scaling network. As time passes we expect many properties of the simulated network, such as the long string density, to approach the scaling regime. However, we cannot expect complete scaling of the network in a simulation, because there is no way for energy to be lost from the network. Once a loop is much smaller than the horizon, its physical size stays the same, so its comoving size shrinks. As a result, the loop distribution for large loops should scale, but there is always a nonscaling distribution of small loops and the total amount of string in the universe does not scale. The dividing comoving size between the scaling and the nonscaling parts of the loop distribution decreases with time. Gravitational effects would remedy these problems and produce a scaling distribution at all sizes, but we are not considering those here.
We will describe loops sizes with a scaling variable x = l/t, where l is the invariant length of the loop, meaning that the energy of the loop is µl, where µ is the string tension. This is the same definition as Ref. [21] , but Refs. [16, 19, 20] used l/d h as their measure of scaling length. In a power law cosmology where the scale factor a goes as t ν , the horizon distance is t/(1 − ν), so to convert l/d h into l/t we must divide by (1 − ν).
We will describe the loop distribution by a function n(x) where n(x)dx is the average number of loops in volume t 3 with sizes between x and x+dx. To convert from loop densities based on l/d h to the present convention we multiply by (1 − ν) 4 . For a table of different notations used in some recent papers, see the appendix of Ref. [21] .
In order to specify a loop distribution, one must clearly define what constitutes a loop. In our work, loops are only counted as loops when they are in non-self-intersecting trajectories which will not rejoin other loops or long strings. We cannot apply the latter test perfectly, because we only wait a finite amount of time (between 2 and 3 oscillations of the loop) to see if it will rejoin. However, since loops retain their physical size while the rest of the network is rapidly diluted in physical units, it is quite unlikely for a loop to rejoin if it has not done so in the first few oscillations. It is especially unlikely if the loop is very small, so there is certainly no significant impact on the small-x form of the loop distribution.
Ref. [16] simply counts any loop of string smaller than the horizon as a loop. Loops near the horizon size are very likely to rejoin, so we would not usually count them as loops. The result is that our loop distributions fall at large sizes relative to the extrapolation of the small-size behavior, whereas theirs increase.
III. RESULTS
We simulated cosmic string networks starting from Vachaspati-Vilenkin [22] initial conditions and directly accumulated the loop distributions at a set of logarithmically spaced times. In the radiation era, we ran until conformal time 1500, and in the matter era until conformal time 750, in units of the initial Vachaspati-Vilenkin cell size. These are both 15 times larger than the conformal times reached in Ref. [16] . The comoving volume of space simulated was larger by a factor of about 2400 in the radiation era and 300 in the matter era than that used by Ref. [16] . For details about our simulations see Ref. [19] .
We will compare our results with those of Refs. [16, 20] . Both references claimed that the scaling loop distribution at small x was a power law, which we will write n(x) = Cx −β . In that notation, Ref. [16] found
Meanwhile, in Ref. [20] we found
by extrapolating from the loop production function.
A. Radiation era Figure 1 shows our results for the radiation era. The colored lines with data points are the n(x) found directly from our simulations. The horizontal black line is n(x) = 0.18x −2.5 as predicted by Eq. (63) of Ref. [20] . At the last time shown, the actual loop density is close to this line for loops whose lengths are in the range 10 −3 -10 −2 . At larger sizes, we would not expect to this approximation to apply, because loops there have not yet been created. At smaller sizes, the loop density drops off slowly and then rises rapidly. The drop-off occurs because it takes time to approach a scaling regime. Scaling loops with x = 10 −4 at conformal time 1500, for example, were primarily produced around time 150, when the network was much further from scaling and the production rate of large loops was less. The rapid rise at very small x is an artifact of the initial conditions. Even by time 1500, we have not reached a scaling loop density. The loop density takes longer to scale than the loop production function, because it is sensitive to loops produced in earlier eras further from scaling. For this reason we do not recommend using loop distributions to predict astrophysical signals. It is more accurate to extrapolate from the loop production function, as we did in Ref. [20] . We exhibit the directly determined loop distributions here only for comparison with prior work.
In Fig. 1 we see that the loop distribution has the same basic form for the last 3 or 4 timesteps shown. Before that there is a transient regime in which the loop distribution has a relatively straight segment rising more rapidly toward smaller loop sizes. This transient regime agrees reasonably well with the results of Ref. [16] . That paper was able to reach only conformal time 100. The slanted black line in Fig. 1 shows the central value of the extrapolated loop density determined there at the end of the run. This line runs mostly parallel to our result for time 179.3. The difference in normalization is of no consequence, because the error bars given in Ref. [16] extend upward to the dashed line. The loop density was far from scaling at that time. Since we did not use the same initial conditions as Ref. [16] , we should not expect close agreement before scaling is reached. Nevertheless, one can see FIG. 1. Loop densities in the radiation era at the conformal times listed, computed from five simulations of size 1500. The scaling loop density has been multiplied by x 2.5 to make small differences easier to see. The vertical scale ranges only over of a factor of 3 in loop density. Compare with more than 7 orders of magnitude in Fig. 3 of Ref. [16] and 14 orders of magnitude in Fig. 9 of Ref. [19] .
the general effect that times around 100 there is a steeper slope, but this is a transient that is replaced at later times by a curve with exponent around −2.5, falling off faster toward smaller sizes for the reason explained above.
A power law with β = 2.5 lies within the error bars found by Ref. [16] . Thus our results here are consistent with their results. However, later work [12, 13, 23] based on Ref. [16] used extrapolations applicable only for β > 2.5. Such extrapolations are not justified by the larger simulations reported here. Figure 2 shows our results for the matter era. The situation is somewhat more complicated here because in the matter era the loop production is spread out over a wider range of loop sizes. The horizontal black line is n(x) = 0.27x −2 , which is the asymptotic value for small loops predicted by Eq. (65) of Ref. [20] . The curved, dashed black line is
B. Matter era
the entire prediction of the same equation without gravitational effects. We see that the directly computed loop density matches reasonably well to this line above about x = 3×10 −5 . Loop densities in the matter era at the conformal times listed, computed from two simulations of size 750. The scaling loop density has been multiplied by x 2 to make small differences easier to see. The vertical scale ranges only over of a factor of 3 in loop density, compared with 6 orders of magnitude in Fig. 3 of Ref. [16] and 11 orders of magnitude in Fig. 6 of Ref. [19] .
For smaller loops there is a decline because loop production was not scaling at early times, and for much smaller loops a nonscaling rise associated with the initial conditions. The sharply angled black line is the prediction of Ref. [16] based on simulation data through conformal time 50 in units of the initial correlation length. Our simulations at time 50 agree very well with this distribution, but that is a transient regime, and the results at later times are of a different nature entirely. Taking account of the error bars in Eq. (2) does not produce much better agreement with the late-time data in Fig. 2 .
C. Smoother initial conditions
In the simulations shown above the initial conditions consist of strings that go in straight segments between the centers of the Vachaspati-Vilenkin [22] plaquettes. One might be concerned that these strings are unnatural because they have significant kinks as they pass through the plaquette centers. To make sure that our results are not affected by such artifacts, we did some additional runs considering the string to be a quarter circle as it goes between two adjacent faces of a Vachaspati-Vilenkin cell. We then represented each quarter circle by 20 linear pieces. (If the string connects two opposite faces it is just a straight line, so there is no need to divide it.) Since these simulations have much more data than the ones with a single, straight segment between cube faces, we used we a smaller box and ran only until conformal time 420.
This division of circular segments into 20 smaller pieces corresponds roughly to the 20 "points per correlation length" used by Ref. [16] , but the ideas are not entirely the same. In our case, this choice affects the initial conditions only, but in Ref. [16] , the point spacing also affects the evolution of the network. Nevertheless, these runs may be more directly comparable to those of Ref. [16] .
The resulting loop density is shown in Fig. 3 . The results in this case are generally similar to those of Fig. 1 , showing that the loop densities we find are not greatly influenced by the choice of straight rather than curved segments in the initial conditions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we extend the simulations of Ref. [16] to determine the cosmic string loop density at conformal times a factor of 15 larger than the ones they reached. We find general agreement with Ref. [16] at early times, but after that there is a different behavior that more closely approximates the x −2.5 (radiation) x −2 (matter) behavior expected for any loop production function that does not rise rapidly at small scales. It also agrees with the loop densities computed in Ref. [20] starting from the loop production function. Given that agreement, it is better to determine the scaling loop production function and use that to compute the density, because the loop production function reaches scaling more quickly than the loop distribution [19] .
Both direct determination of loop density from simulation and extrapolation from the loop production function now give the same result that the loop density does not diverge faster at small sizes than x −2.5 (radiation) x −2 (matter). Thus there is no reason to consider loop densities with faster divergences such as "model 3" of Ref. [12] .
The difference between x −2.5 (radiation) x −2 (matter) and more negative exponents has important observational consequences. Scaling distributions going as x −2.5 (radiation) x −2 (matter) may (and in our simulations do) consist primarily of loops produced at much earlier times. When gravitational effects are included, older loops are suppressed, leading to a flat spectrum at small scales. But more negative exponents can arise only from recently produced loops. Gravitational effects have had less time to act on such loops, so in such scenarios the loop distribution continues to grow toward small scales even when gravitation has been taken into account. (See Ref. [24] for a detailed analysis.) This is the reason for the stronger bounds on cosmic strings found by Ref. [12] and different sensitivity predicted by Ref. [13] in the case of "model 3". But we see here that this analysis is based on a transient regime that does not persist in longer simulations. 
